
v4.0 will include minor tweaks, but also a
few sharp turns that will require strategic
planning, new solutions, and budget
allocation. Rely on an experienced QSA
to get you around the bend.

When was your last certification? What
recommendations were made? Trust us, now 
is the time to go over the 3.2.1 Controls, 
including the Compensating Controls, and 
ensure you are as ready as you can be.

The 4.0 road  trip will be less
daunting when you have a trusted

companion by your side to help you navigate the
pot holes and keep you on the right path. Many
of the changes are improvements, but some will
significantly impact your organization.
Contact your trusted QSA to be your co-pilot.

Buckle up! The transition from PCI v3.2.1 to v4.0 is
coming, and itʼs coming fast! Are you ready? Our
experienced QSA team has put together some check-
points to help prepare you for the the road ahead.

Don’t put your foot on the gas and race to the 
finish line when PCI SSC releases the new 
Standard; that will land you in the ditch. The road 
to 4.0 compliance will be a long journey and 
require planning.
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under the hood
PCI SSC has published valuable 
information about the timeline for 
the release, with a few indicators 
about whatʼs to come. Check out 
whatʼs driving the change /// here

sharp turn ahead!
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engine
Don’t wait until the release of 4.0. Start now!
Our expert PCI QSA team has been revving the engine – 
analyzing, and parsing the proposed controls in 
detail. Make the road trip a seamless one from start to 
finish, contact us to put a plan in place. We will be 
providing guidance along the way with updated tools 
and methodologies.

Start your journey with us.
https://www.obsglobal.com

https://info.obsglobal.com/contact-pci-team?hsCtaTracking=0e8daf59-92b6-4e0b-aebe-3447afd5067d%7C5aec9055-9cf8-4bef-bcbd-14b863beb091
https://info.obsglobal.com/contact-pci-team?hsCtaTracking=0e8daf59-92b6-4e0b-aebe-3447afd5067d%7C5aec9055-9cf8-4bef-bcbd-14b863beb091
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/



